December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:

I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for hisisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public heaith and safety, to promote the

common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age..There have been two leaks recently that wokic.ow j.Qut, due

to the age of the plant. It is an mmediate danger to our commnumty, as
well as.a costly one,.
4) At the tiiii•the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) W endoirseth
•e
tim6ny-6f Riverkeeper, Inc.
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protecion of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours.
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office 3f Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons or insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation.is not possibie for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not noW'prchibited from flying over it..
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riv~rkeeper, Inc.
We urge you-o aci immediately, to avertean unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours
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Advisory Council
Rockland County Office for the Aging
Dr. Robert L. Yeager Health Ctr. - Bldg. B
Pomona, NY 10970

Mike Bishansky, Acting Chair
Meyer Shopkow, Vice Chair
Brenda Greenberg, Treasurer
Mo DAuria,, Secretary
June F. Molof, Director

Rockland County Office

November 28, 2001

for the Aging

U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have detailed the reasons for
insisting that your agency close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant now!!!
Your mission statement says that you are there to "ensure adequate protection of public health and safety,
to promote the common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call upon you fulfill
your mission and close the plant for the following reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore, evacuation is not possible for
everyone.

2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked our country. The plants were
not constructed to sustain any kind of terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The plant life was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the design age. There have been two
leaks recently that we know about, due to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our
community, as well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were inadequate, according to today's
standards. These plants would never be built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc. and have enclosed applicable portions of their
testimony.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours,
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The Rapisarda Family
One Gerlach Drive
New City, N. Y. 10956
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December 5, 25'
U.S. N1R.C COfc? ofullic Affairs
Maii Stop T-2A13

Dear Sirs:

I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westche~ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that yui are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect th! environment". We call
upon you to fulfill y-ur mis6on ner close the plr"- for the follk-:.!hg
reasons:
1) The plant is too cjoF. to a population of 20 million people. Th•_erefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our cQouptry. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind xf
-::~ 'e•'•k.
Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The•i
-'--"'wa suiosed to be thirtyyears and itn'y
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4) Li!.M- the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian.Point....
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and dlose the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the'terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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Advisory Council
Rockland County Office for the Aging
Dr. Robert L. Yeager Health Ctr.- Bldg. B
Pomona, NY 10970

Mike Bishansky, Acting Chair
Meyer Shopkow, Vice Chair
Brenda Greenberg,Treasurer
Mo D'Aur4, Secretary
June F.Molod, Director
Ro kand County Office

November 20,2001

/

for the Aging

U.S. NRC Offic$fPublic Affairs
Mail Stop T-2AT13
Washington, DC 20555
The Advisory Council to the Rockland County Office for the Aging, a council established by the Older
Americansý Act, endorses the request of the people of Westchester, who have detailed the reasons for
insisting that your agency close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant now!!!
Yo0ur n~issjon statement says that you are there to "ensure adequate protection of public health and safety,
to promote the common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call upon you flulfill
your:mission and, close the plant for the following reasons: .
;

,";

,.

1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore, evacuation is not possible for
everyone.
target
terrorists,who have a
attaq)#.p ur co utr. ,The plants were
#ready
2) The plantUs a p
not constructed to sustain any kind of terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibite from flying over it.
__

3) The plant life was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the design age. There have been two
leaks recently that we know about, due to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to o"community, as well as a costly one.
4) At thp time the plant wa.constr.ucth
ata.coesignsng t,,.u,:.e
rtoday's

standards. These plants would never be built todiy.

.....

5) We- endorse, thetestmony, of Riverkeeper,jInc. and. have,.enclosed applicable portions of their
W..urge you to act imme.diatly, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.'
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itn upholding its duty to protedt the public, environment, and proupcry, Lhc NRC has br iad
dis *retionary powtrM to gradt Petitioners' requests. "Section 161 of the [Atomic Energy]

.ze.
the Commission to issue rules, rogulatious, or orders to 'protect health or to minim Ic•
:lie
da•iger to life or property.' 42 U.S.C. I 2201(b), (0),'1" The NRC'si authotity to protect the puti

erTpowers

..,cannot be read simply to permit the Commission to provide adcquate protecti

)n;

another ;ction of the Act reqaires the Commission to do that muchl We therefore n Lst
view section• 161 as a grnt of authority to the Commission to provide .me."e of sa6 =ty

The emxecise of this authority is entir Ay
discretionary. If the (ommission wishes to do so, it may order powcr plants asre idy
above and beyond what is "adequate."

satidsying the standard of adequate protection to take additional safety ptecautions.:"
Tn addition, the Code of Federal Regulations, In Title 10, Sectiuns 2.200, 2,204. 2.206,

7 .55, as well as other authority, authorzes the NRC to take the peclfic actions rcqucs tcd
hi rein.

The Actions Requested Are Necessary and Appropriate to Protect the Safety of the

IN

20 Millon People Living In the Vicinity of Indlan Point.
Petitioners have properly "sc1 foth the fivts to constitute the basis for [this] recu nst"
pi rsuant to 10 CPR 1 2.206, and have properly Identified "the potcntiidly hvardous canditil

required by 10 CFPR j 2.202(a)(1), specifically the threat of Ia terrorist attack on the In hIan
tint facility. The NRC hould take immediate action in response to Vcttioners' requesL
The threat of terroism on a scale of the September I1Vh attacks. and including Aug1lts
to

U

im the air or water, has not been peviousy considered in the licnsing and/or design t
rcat of the Indian Point facility, therfore, this request is proper and demundb NW
imediate attention and action. The Atomic ,ncrgy Act "commands the NTRC to ensure that any
ie or production of nuclear materials 'provide[t] adequate protection to the health or saferYof

m

n4

14

Jun•dfý,fmxcvwd&iobtx v.) ?
824FP.24 10, (D.C. Cir. 1987); ee also, Svorhwn-Wa&dingAiver C. Ird
S :hoo1DUtKnt v. NRC. 93 V.2d I02 (D.C. MVr. 1991).
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As of September 11,2001, this duty ha taken on i now dimension: the protect on
ofdthe public from threat of a major radiological telease resulting from a teroriat attack. Gi en
the public.'"'

th t NLC'. "paremount responsibility [Is] protection of the publih health and safety and tc
an mnfiment,130 the NRC should immediltely order the actionx requested herein end more t Ily
arculated below.
A.. The NRC Should Order An Immediate, Temporary Suspension of Operatioml at
Indian Point Units Two and Three; and Conduct a Full Review of The Fallt 'es'
Vulncrabilttles, Security Measures and Evacuation Plans,
Title 10, Section 2.202 of the Code of Federal Regulations authorizes the NRC to
"*niodity, suspend, or revoke s.license, or [take] any other action am may be proper," The N PC
sh.iuld, immediately order the Indian Point livensee to suspend operations, revoke the operal in
liqensa, or adopt other meeasures resulting in a teporary shutdown of Indian Point Unit Two nd
Utit Three, as per 10 CFR § 2.202, and to conduct a ful review of the ficifty's vulnerabil tes,
se,'urty measures and evacuation plans for the following remasons:
as explained above, as an operafit facility. Indian Point is wineces y
w lnerahle to risks from takenver of or damame to control rooms. As long us the facility rean
ojcerational, the control rooms eac a likely and vulnerable target f6t terrofist a•tck. Seling or
or
di~abilty of the control rooms would &dnraticallyincrease the potential for the ritenti
.Firt,

-aw

afiddeatal destruction of the reactor core.
I Second, because the reactor containment walls were not designed to withstand the
ieottl or intentional crmah of ftel laden jetliners, a breach of operating reactors creat s a
sitifihnt ly greater danger of catstrophle contamination. The danger of a potential releas of
biAh-risk radio-nucleides would be reduced by a temporary de-powering ad cold shut dow ou

Third, thc operating faciliLy creates multiple vulnerable points in plant security. V He
ouIme
Snlng down the reactors will not tnmovo the need for security, the reduction in t ,rat
w uld' allow the licensee to focus its protective cfTorts on the more critical areas of the facd ity,
•.vt. Y.U.&I.C, 931 F.2i 102.106 (D.C. Cir.
"horehm-/adi "eRCent., Sch.
2 2(c).
st 47. 1912 U.S. Code Cmng. & Admin.utwx at 3617
SI

Report
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esipeiaily the spcnt fliel storage area, therby concentrating resource where they mre MCA~
valuable end most likely to effectively protcot against the deadlict attack.
Fourth, Indian Point and NRC pcrsonnel tnd resovrccs confront dual challcnges whhn
¶nsig security At optmtronal facilily. Cwmrntly, employecs at Indian Point must ensiur tbth

t ahfI and stable generation of power and create a heightened secmrity envlrornmc it.
Siiultaheously, NTRC personnel are tasked with oversccing the ordinary operations ofthe plan
which is the only nuclear plant in the nation with a D rating Onultiple/repetitivc dcgrad d
cot erstcne) from the NRC - while also ensuring protection aga,,st Ibresecable 1rega.
Res 0urmes of both the agency and the Jicensece arc .,-tretchied thia by this doublý-tasking.
Finally, ibuttnlg down India= Point's reawtors creates a more secure environment. Spi nt
fbe *cogzfty has never been dcnvonstratodat Indian Point, A provisional shut down of the p1 nt
Is ' ceded to allow the licensee end the NRC to test critical security provislons for this tacili' y.
"Bi siness as usus]" operation of Indian Point provides no Incentive for the planft's owner and Ihe
NR Cto remcdy this long ovcrlooked vulnerability.

For all of these reasons, an immediate, temporary shutdown of the operating reactpr at
Tnd an Point Units Two and Three is necessarmy and prudent.
B. The NRC Should Require the 1liensee to Provide Information Documenting T at
Ezistlng Security Measures Are Sufficient Against Plausible Threat of Terror t
Attacks.

Title 10. Section 2.204(a) of the Code of Federal Regulations authorizcs the NKC
der =d information from a licensic. The NRC should immediately demand that Enter,W
pro vde. Information documenting the existing and readily attainable security measuurcs whi h
pro vide the Indian Point facility with protection against land, water, and airborne tcrroz at
atti .ls, Such information mu•st provide, at a minimum. sufficient basis for the Commission
det rmizic that physical barriers, inLnWdon alarms, and other meaures are in place or may e

enly constructd wiH mod plausible threats, for the following re0so0s:
AcMAl threats 6AdSt Auclear power plants. ave been doumented and the Indian Po t

fac lity is a plausible target of future terrrist actions. However, as ex•plained above, the desg a
baa 1 threat for Indian Point did not condder the possibility of an intentlonal tc=i attack fn m
"-

20
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the air or water, or a suicide Atta&k om any front. Security forcox at nuclear power plants I Av

repeatedly failed to repel mock teraorist attackers. Moreover, Indian IPoint has a long histor e of
Iefety problems rchke4 to the ability to respond to emergency situations. Entergy, the new
o er and Licensee of Indiam Point, has a demonstrably poor security record and it is lear r"
I
eitcrgy's history of violations that Its ability to proteci thc facility against a terrorist ata k is
cpistipneble at best.
Became a terrorist attack was not considered In the plent' dcsign basis throat, bweause
mock attacks at nuclear plants are rarely thwarted by security forces, and because this f ility
w d its operator have notoriously poor security histories, the NRC should immediately denf and
a/ Information nccc•'iry to determine whether Indian Point Is. or oan be smured against a 1 ad-.
al - or water-buqed terrorist attack.

C.- The NRC Should Immediately Modify The Operating Ucense Fur Units Two Ad
Three To Mandate, At Minfium, Semrity Memures Sufffiient To Protect The
Facility as Required by 10 CFR § 73.55.
As explained above, a succesxful attack on either of Indian Point's reactors or spent

el

•rage f&icllties would likely result in a massive release of radioactive materials into the
s mownding towns and counties, quite possibly reacýing Into and contminktling New York t 'ity.
S ch a release would cause hundreds of immedie fatalities close to the site and 100,00 or

VOW"'

ore latent cancer deaths fa-ther downwind of the plant.

Further. a mor release w luld

p obably contaminate the drinking w-ter supply tor Now York City and Westchester Cm nty.
d vastatc tho &eaes ecology, and render portions of the New York metropolitan

rea

u Anlxitablo.
Faced with this catastrophic threat, the NRC should, at a minimum, take action to o tain
to following security measures
I,

A permanent no-fly zone within 10 nautical miles ofrthe Indian Point facility.

2.

A deftnse and security system sufficent to protect and defnd the no-fly 2 ne;

and
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3.

A defense and uecmfty system asuficient to protet the entire facility, includ ng
the containnient and spent M storoge buildings, control room and clectdr ty
equimet, from a land- or watcr-based terrist attack.

Thexe meaures am necessaiy to comply with the requirements of 10 CM1 § 73.55 regarng
phuysuio protection of licensed activities in nuclear power reactors against radiological sabotage,

D. The NRC Should Order the Reviion of Entergy's Emergency Response Plan a• d
Wctclthcstcr County's Radiological Emergency Response Plan In Order to Acco nt
for Critical New Information and Prepare for Possible Terrorist Attacks.
*

The NRC should Order the revision of Entergy's Emergency Response Plan jd
Westchester County's Radiological Emergency Response Plan in order to account and
a
for.possible terrorist attacks. These reviews must contemplate not only realistio and catastrop e
4 ct, of a terrorlst attack on the Indian Point facility, but a comprehensive
response to multi le
Ocks in the region which may impair the efficient evacuation of the area. Examples of such
aLcks include destruction of the Tappan Zec Bridge, loss of power to passenger rdIlroads, rid
otler events which deny use of necessary infriatructure.

i

Westchester County's Radiological Emergency Preparedrites Plhn (REPP) wag a-t
re• aed in May of 2000 wd does not address the site-specific, hazardous conditions of a xaho to
'va t or a tenQriet attack at the Indian Point fcility. Moreover, the REPP does not address the
-.

ik 1ihood of class 9 event, a spent fuel storage am release, or a spent frue! msebly fire. '.'he
RHPF is flawed a it is based on erroneous assumptions, therefore. REPP must be consided

Lnt
dequat t

providing protection to the public. The assumptions in the REPP preclude the
oc 7irnrnue of an inttnti'nal a't or iarrurim or sabotage, a clss 9 event Involving Units Twc or
Tb ree, -the radological release-from the spent fuel storage ame, a spent fuel rod fr&e, or the
poa sbility of an explosion at the Idian PFold facilityP

The

dquacies of emergency response at the Indian Point facility were koown ad

copsidared dades ago, however no action was taken to resolve response problems. BSed on

'dian

ait Rido
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
MailStop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Wettche~ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
W46clerPcwei Plant howl Your-missio-n st.ternieat says that7you Vre there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
kindit.of
anyover
to sustain
our country. The plants were not constructed
flying
from
prohibited
not now
terrorist attack. Planes are
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty year and it Is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
UCeyer be"
- inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants •ouli
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.

...
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastroph
Very truly yowurs
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchegter, who have

detailed the reasons for insisting that your-agency close the Indian PF.inŽ
"NuclearPower Plant nowl

Your mission statement says that you are terto
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the:
common defense and security, and to protect the environmenft. We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore"
evacuation is not possible for everyone,

2),The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
obrcountry. The plants were not constructed to sustain any.kind of :i,

terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over It.
3) The life ofthe plant was supposed to be thirty yeaýs and It isnoK pa4t*e
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know abqut, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our communitya.
well as a costly one.

4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate according to today's standards. These plants Would never be
built today.

5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We

you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedeted catastoph

'

Very. ..ly.y,
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U.S.NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
We the undersigned endorse the request of the people of Westchester,
who have detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close
close the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant nowlill
Your mission statement says that you are there to ensure adequate pro
tection of public health and safety, to promote the common defense and
security, and to protect the enviornment. We call upon you to fulfill
your mission and close the plant for the following reasons:__-

I) rhe plant is too close to apopulation of 20 million people. Therefore, evacuation is not possible for
everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked bur country. The plants were

not constructed to sustain any kind of terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) "rheplant life was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the design age. There have been two
leaks recently that we know about, due to the age of the plant.

It is an immediate danger to our

community, as well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were inadequate, according to today's
standards. These plants would never be built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc. and have enclosed applicable portions of their
testimony.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would lie 'toendorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed te.reasrns for 'nsisting that you agency close the Indian.Ppint
Nuctear Power Tant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensurei'ea
t6 protection of public health and safety, to promote the
commi.
,efense and security, and to prbtect
environment".-We call
upo.you.p tofulfill your mission and clbse thethe
plant for the following
r
reasons:.,
1) The plant is too close to a popdlatibri of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everydzie.
2) ThIplant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our cduntry. The plants were not coristructed to sustain any kind of,
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) .Te.ife of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
.. sign age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
o thege of the plant. It is an ifimediate danger to our communiky, as
.well as a costly one.
.,..
,..
4) At4h6e ti.d'e plant Was constracted, the design~standards,,weOr'

isdqua-e, accordig to today's staidlards. These.plants would neyer be
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
.W9urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
_ýVe

truly yours,

December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plart is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed tQ sustain any kind of
tArdo-ist ittack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an imnmediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's stardards. These plants would never be
built today.
"
5) We endorse the testimony Of Riv~rke¢per, Ing. .
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A 13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westche4ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life 6'thMPlant was supposed to be thirty years and itzbi;npW•.past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age f the plant. It is 'wr.immediate danger to our community, as
well as a'costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
btfilt today.
..
5) We'endorse the testimony'of.RivP'rkeeper, Inc.-.,..
•".-" , " :
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life 6f the ýlant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of RiVerkeeper, Inc.'
We urge
act immediately,
cat6&rophe.-"
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washingtor, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westche~ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very trlyoyurs,.
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2AI3
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close fo a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stcp T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
"!
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Dear Sirs:

.; i

I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have

detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Madin Point
Nuclear Power Plant.nowl Your mission statement says-that you are there to
"ensure adequate •rdtection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense aid security, and to protect the environment". We call.
upon you. to fulfill ypur mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:

1) The plant is to".bcose to a population of 20 million pjQple, Therefore,
evacuation is nd!tpossible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked

our country. Tlel'kants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The.Afe of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
"designage,

There have been tb, o leaks recently that we know about, due

k. It Isan iinmediate danger to our community, as
. to the-age ofte aIt
V well.as a costly'oiie.

T
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4) At tke time the plant was constructed, the'design standards .yere .
inadequate, according to today's standards. Thes~e plants yo. dper be
built today, .

5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkceeper, Inc.
We urgejou to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
.e

Very tr•uy yours,'
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert a unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5,2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, 6ud to 1rotect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission ana close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have 'already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to austain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not how prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. -Therehave been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plint was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's stadards. These plants would never be
built today.

5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours,
5.J

Muriel Romer
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Stony Point, NY 10980-1041
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
who have
I would like to endorse the request of the people of We7tcheqtr,
rdint
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency clqse the Indian
" there to
are
Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that you
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
call.
common defense anl security, and to protect the environment". We
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country, The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
over it.
prohibited from flying
are not now to
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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PO Box 698
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indiaq Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible .for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours,
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MRS. JESSIE MARTORANO
20 OAKLEY BLVD.
GARNERVILLE, NY 10923
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December 5,2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washingtgn, DC 2Q555

.
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Dear Sirs:
! would !ie to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Powqr Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense'and security, and to protect the environment". We call
ppon you..to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A 13
Washington,'DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I wbuld like to endorse the re'oestof the'people of Weitchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfillyour mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
T,
1) The plant is top ý.ose to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is hot possible for everyone.
attacked
terrorists who have. already
prime target for theconstructed
2) The plant is aThe.plants
of
kind
any
sustain
to
not
were
our country.
terrorist attack. PiA'nes are not now prohibited fromxfiylng over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age, There have been two leaks recently that WC know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well*as a costly one.
4) Aýt6i time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to tdday's standards. These plahts would never be
built today.

5) We endorse theiestimony 6f Riverkeeper, Inc.

We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours;,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,

evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the

-

design age. There have been two leals recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
according to today's standards. These plants would never be
.inadequate,
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to,act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
"

Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001

U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
ou14 country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
the
and it is now pastdue
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3) -Thelife of the
about,
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to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as

Well ,as a costly one.

4) At the t! ime the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today..
5) We' endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
avert an unprecedented catastrophe
We urge you to act imeately,to
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant ii a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack.-Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were'
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the~testimony of Riverkeeper; Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented -catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001

U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A 13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Wesiche*ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that you .arthere to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
!"^&,c-uation is not possible for everyone.
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December 5, 200.1
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense'and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is'too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to gustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.

Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001

U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westcheoter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point

Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call

upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:

1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,

evacuation is not possible for everyone.

2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked

our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over It.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one...
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.

5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.

We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13

Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westcheoter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant nowl Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20.million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked

,,'our country.The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life ofthe plant.was suppose4 to be thirty y*%,and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaksecently th we kniow'ibou&due
. tothe age of the plant. It is an immediate dqnger to our community, as
"wellas a:costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
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5) ,We endorse the testimony of Riverkleeper, Inc.,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age. There have been two leaks recently that we know about, due
to the age of the plant. It is in immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be

built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
We urge you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented catastrophe.
Very truly yours,
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westche4ter, who have
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terro~)s•tack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying over it.
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'to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well as a costly one.
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards were
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants would never be
built today.
5) We endoise the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc,.
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December5 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail S topT-2A13:.
Washgton; DC 20555
Dear Sirs:

I would like to endorse the request of the people of Westchester, who have

detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency close the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Plant now! Your mission statement says that you are there to
"ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment". We call
upon you to fulfill your mission -andclose the plant for the following
reasons:

1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million people. Therefore,
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
2)-The plant is-aprime target for the terrorists who have already attacked
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain any kind of
terroristattaek, -Planes are not now.prohibited fromfiyjgg over it.
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years and it is now past the
design age-.There hbvembeentwv leaks.recetlY that we know about, due.
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our community, as
well-as a costly one.
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December 5, 2001
U.S. NRC Office of Public Affairs
Mail Stop T-2A13
Washington, DC 20555
Dear Sirs:
of Wesicheqter, who have
I would like to endorse the request of the people
close the Indian Point..
detailed the reasons for insisting that your agency
that you are there to
Nuclear Power PlanV nowl Your mission statement says to promote the
"ensure adeqftte protection of public health and safety,
We call
common defere and security, and to protect the environment".
upon you-to fulfill your mission and close the plant for the following
reasons:
people. Therefore,
1) The plant is too close to a population of 20 million
evacuation is not possible for everyone.
have already attacked
2) The plant is a prime target for the terrorists who
any kind of
our country. The plants were not constructed to sustain
over it.
terrorist attack. Planes are not now prohibited from flying
and it is now past the
3) The life of the plant was supposed to be thirty years
we know about, due
design age. There have been two leaks recently that
community, as
to the age of the plant. It is an immediate danger to our
well as a costlyone. "),'
4) At the time the plant was constructed, the design standards werenever be
would
inadequate, according to today's standards. These plants
built today.
5) We endorse the testimony of Riverkeeper, Inc.
catastrophe.
We 7r•e you to act immediately, to avert an unprecedented
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